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The present work explores the social dynamics of expressive biosignals: leveraging wearable technologies to introduce sensed
physiological data as a means of clarifying the emotional or psychological processes underlying our subjective experiences.
We developed an Android application that linked to a wearable heart rate sensor and allowed for the direct sharing and
real-time broadcasting of users’ heart rate via text messaging. We deployed this application in a two-week field study to
investigate the contextual triggers, perceptions, and consequences of users’ sharing behaviors. The study (N=13) utilized a
combination of Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM) and qualitative interviews to discover the situations in which users
were more or less likely to share their heart rate with contacts, and the subsequent interactions that occurred after sharing.
The results revealed that participants used heart rate sharing as a means to express emotions and provide daily updates, as
well as simply a novel and playful form of communication. They reported a variety of communicative consequences of their
sharing as well as specific logistical and psychological barriers to sharing. The implications of these results for the design of
expressive biosignal sharing systems for supporting positive social interactions are discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The growing proliferation of wearable sensors that measure biosignals has begun to open new doors for leveraging
the real-time measurement of activity such as heart rate, skin conductance, and brain activity, to improve our
daily lives. While major inroads have been taken to investigate the implications of physiological sensors for
intrapersonal outcomes, such as health management, we are only beginning to see a glimpse of the potential for
the sharing of physiological data in interpersonal, social contexts. For instance, step tracking devices such as the
FitBit have enabled users to engage in social fitness competitions, while heart rate-sensing smartwatches like the
Apple Watch have introduced haptic heartbeat sharing. As new modes and means for sharing and understanding
our data emerge, it becomes increasingly critical to understand the implications of revealing our biosignals to
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others. What are the social and psychological consequences of the ability to share our physiological data? How
can we inform system design and policy that account for people’s preferences and help them become informed
participants in the use of physiological sensing systems?
Users of ubiquitous technology already share sensed data such as location and activity streams with others, in
order to help them communicate and connect with each other [14, 38, 46, 52, 56]. Shared biosignals similarly
have the potential to support interpersonal communication. For instance, biosignals such as heart rate are known
to change with our mental states, and have been used in the field of Affective Computing to predict and reduce
moods such as stress and frustration in order to increase well-being [9, 23, 25, 37, 49]. Our affective states
inherently provide social information about our needs, attitudes, and intentions [28, 57]; thus, biosignal-based
affective technologies could provide new ways to convey this information and support social interactions. By
expressing ourselves with biosignals, we have the potential to communicate our subjective experiences, and
ultimately better understand and connect with one another. However, little is known about when, to what extent,
and with whom individuals are likely to want to share their biosignals.
The present work explores one specific implication of ubiquitous physiological sensing technologies: the
opportunity they afford for sensed and shared expressive biosignals to serve as social cues in communication
contexts. Given the relative novelty of expressive biosignals, and the little empirical work that has investigated
their social impact, we take a broad, exploratory approach to better understand how individuals would utilize and
respond to a system that allows for the real-time sharing of their physiological responses. Using a combination of
Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM) and semi-structured interviews, we investigate users’ sharing patterns,
including the contexts most likely to trigger or inhibit sharing, motivations underlying sharing decisions, and
the communicative and interpersonal consequences of those decisions. We contribute a study that reveals how
people share their heart rate through their natural communication channels, finding that heart rate can be used
for interpersonal expression of emotion, daily activities, and playfulness, depending on contexts and relationships
between users. We present a set of design implications based on our findings that suggest new directions for the
development and integration of expressive biosignal systems into social interactions.

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Biosignals Sharing Systems
A number of systems have been built to sense and monitor biosignals; however, most of these systems have
focused on applications for individual use. For instance, popular commercial wearable heart rate monitors, such
as the Fitbit or Mio watches, and several research systems have used heart rate to support fitness and physical
health [20, 44, 47, 54]. Affective Computing research has expanded biosignals to social applications (in addition to
health), detecting emotional and psychological states for social skills training and virtual tutors [4, 12, 13, 32, 45].
However, these applications still target individual understanding and monitoring of physiological data.
Few works have investigated biosignals systems that allow for sharing in social and communicative contexts.
These include systems for supporting interpersonal relationships [42, 53, 61] and collaboration [55], increasing
interactivity and encouragement in physical activities such as marathons [10, 43, 60], and facilitating engagement
in presentations and entertainment [17, 22, 50]. All of these systems focused on very specific use cases and events,
and were tested over short periods. Solvák and colleagues sought to build on these prior efforts by investigating
biosignals sharing in a more natural setting over a longer period of two weeks. They deployed a technology
probe (a laptop that provided visual and aural feedback of heart rate) in the homes of five couples and analyzed
their reactions to the probe, finding that heart rate was used as information about emotional states and fostered
connection between household members [51]. A recent study by Hassib and colleagues expanded this work by
going beyond couples’ homes and deploying HeartChat, a mobile heart rate chat application, in the wild with
seven pairs of close friends or partners. They similarly found that heart rate sharing was able to foster connection
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and awareness, and that heart rate acted as both an emotional and contextual cue [21]. However, in both of these
past works, participants had limited control over sharing, and described situations in which they might not be
willing to share heart rate because it was "too personal," awkward, or not understandable. Authors from both
works suggest that sharing one’s heart rate could thus potentially undermine impression management.
The present work furthers this line of research by deploying a heart rate sharing system on users’ mobile
phones in order to understand the everyday contexts in which users are most willing or unwilling to share their
heart rate. Our system prompts users to make a decision about sharing in order to give them control over when,
with whom, and how to share their heart rate with others. Additionally, sharing is conducted through existing
messaging applications in order to provide a natural way through which heart rate can be communicated. Our
work allows us to explore heart rate sharing at a deeper level, by investigating not only the contexts in which
people would be willing to share their heart, but why they might share or not share:
RQ1: When and why would people be willing or unwilling to share their heart rate with others?

2.2 Social Meaning of Heart Rate
Past research has shown that biosignals are inherently ambiguous and open to multiple interpretations [26],
which could subsequently affect the way they are shared. For the purposes of this study, we focus on heart rate,
which people tend to associate with underlying emotional and psychological states [51], yet is known to elicit
diverse perceptions of others depending on the context. For instance, Merrill and Cheshire demonstrated that an
individual’s elevated heart rate is typically associated with negative mood, such as being upset or anxious, which
can affect how others trust one another, depending on the situation and relationship with that person [39, 40]. In
addition, the heart has been associated with feelings of closeness—for instance, the sound and feeling of one’s
heartbeat are both considered intimate cues [27, 61]. Solvák and colleagues suggest that heart rate sharing could
even be seen as a form of emotional self-disclosure, which may only be desired between individuals who have a
close relationship [51]. Altogether, these works suggest that the relationship between individuals and the context
in which heart rate is accessible plays a key role in determining how heart rate is interpreted and understood
by others with whom it is shared, and subsequently how it can be meaningfully expressed through sharing.
Our research extends these works by investigating heart rate sharing in a breadth of contexts, giving users the
opportunity to decide if and how they want to share to others, as well as how sharers and recipients alike manage
or resolve the ambiguity of heart rate. We thus explore the following research questions:
RQ2: How can people meaningfully express their heart rate to others?

2.3 Sharing and Ubiquitous computing
Though research around biosignals in ubiquitous computing tends to focus on individual monitoring, several
works in this field have explored the sensing and sharing of other types of user data. For instance, a number of
researchers have investigated preferences and practices around location sharing [38, 52, 56], including sharing
behaviors based on hypothetical ESM requests from contacts to share location [7], and willingness to share
with different types of contacts [62]. Other ubiquitous systems have been built to record and share streams of
user activity. Ubiquitous healthcare, for instance, is a growing field with multiple areas of application, including
activity tracking of elderly people to inform physicians and family of their daily life activities and physiological
states [15, 19]. Systems that track and share personal data, particularly physical activity, through social awareness
streams like Twitter are also commonly used to connect with friends and family [14, 46]. Some systems have
also monitored and publicly displayed user activity levels for the support of collaborative tasks and work
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environments [31, 59]. However, many of these systems focus on individual sharing behaviors and preferences,
and have generally not explored the interpersonal consequences and interactions that might result from sharing.
Our work expands on past work on sharing user data ubiquitously by investigating the sharing of physiological
data—specifically heart rate sharing on mobile phones in everyday contexts. Further, we consider not only users’
sharing behaviors, but also how sharing affects their subsequent interactions with others with whom they share:
RQ3: What are the interpersonal consequences of sharing heart rate with others?

3

METHODS

To explore our research questions and understand heart rate sharing in situ, we built an Android application that
prompts participants to share their heart rate. We conducted a study that used the Experience Sampling Method
(ESM) [8, 33] to determine when, with whom, and why participants were more or less inclined to share their data
using this system, as well as follow-up interviews to probe more deeply to understand users’ experience, sharing
decisions, and the social and communicative impact of those decisions.

3.1 Overview
The study took place over two weeks at a northeastern city in the United States. During those two weeks,
participants wore a commercial heart rate sensing wristband daily during a self-defined 12-hour waking period
and used our Android application. The application connected with the wristband via Bluetooth LE and prompted
users to decide whether or not to share their heart rate (via the messaging application of their choice) up to
ten times per day. After participants made their decisions about sharing their heart rate, they were prompted
to answer brief ESM questionnaires to clarify the contexts and reasons behind those sharing decisions. The
application saved participants’ heart rate data, sharing decisions, and ESM responses on the participants’ phones,
and these data were uploaded periodically to a secure server. Participants were also required to come into the
laboratory three times during the study (30-60 minutes each time) for instructions, equipment, and interviews.

3.2 Participants
Sixteen participants took part in this study; however, we removed data from three participants from all analyses.
These participants either did not understand the instructions (e.g., one participant who instructed his contacts to
ignore all of his share messages), had issues using the application on their phone and needed to drop out of the
study, or had deleted their data from their phone before the exit interview. The remaining 13 participants included
seven female and six male participants. Participant ages ranged from 20 to 54 years old (M=30.3, SD=10.5). Four
participants identified as White/Caucasian, five as Asian, and four as African-American. Participants also had
diverse occupations: seven were full-time students (two undergraduate, five graduate), three worked full-time,
and three worked part-time. Two participants noted that they owned a heart rate sensor, including the Moto
360 and a Garmin sensor, but both stated that they rarely used it. Participants were recruited from a university
participation pool, and were compensated with $50 upon completion of the study.

3.3 Procedure
3.3.1 Introduction Phase. At the start of the study, participants came to our laboratory to be introduced and
instructed on participation in the study. During this introduction, participants first completed a questionnaire to
specify their demographics (gender, age, and ethnicity) and describe their prior use of heart rate sensors. The
questionnaire also asked participants to list their most commonly used messaging applications (e.g., default
phone messaging system, Facebook Messenger, etc.) and to identify the six people they most frequently contacted
through those applications within the previous week. The former was used to track which applications they would
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Table 1. Participant Table (1st wave above the divider, 2nd wave below)
ID

Gender Age

Ethnicity

Occupational # Share # Shared #
Did # ESMs # ESMs % ESMs
Status
Prompts
Not
AnAnShare
swered swered

71

F

20

White/Caucasian Undergraduate 60
Student

9

51

103

82

80%

67

M

25

Asian

45

33

12

129

69

53%

22

F

26

White/Caucasian Part-time
Employment

48

2

46

59

51

86%

39

F

21

AfricanAmerican

Undergraduate 15
Student

4

11

42

11

26%

28

M

24

Asian

Graduate
Student

19

19

0

72

66

92%

57

M

44

AfricanAmerican

Full-time
Employment

91

36

55

234

176

75%

74

M

38

White/Caucasian Full-time
Employment

32

17

15

88

24

27%

94

M

33

AfricanAmerican

Part-time
Employment

45

23

22

125

96

77%

36

F

23

Asian

Graduate
Student

64

18

46

154

92

60%

87

F

39

AfricanAmerican

Part-time
Employment

63

40

23

171

119

70%

21

F

54

White/Caucasian Full-time
Employment

51

10

41

130

73

56%

60

M

24

Asian

Graduate
Student

55

12

43

137

91

66%

44

F

23

Asian

Graduate
Student

37

13

24

100

84

84%

Graduate
Student

likely use during the study and ensure that they would be made available through our study application. The latter
was used to track whom the participants would most likely select as recipients for heart rate sharing messages.
Given the novelty of heart rate sharing and the intimate nature of the heart [27], we expected that participants
would primarily share their heart rate with their most frequent and closest contacts (most of the contacts listed
were significant others and close friends and family). To track this information, whenever participants shared
their heart rate, the application would ask them with whom among these six they shared, or if they shared with
someone else (in which case, they were asked to provide that person’s initials).
While participants answered the questionnaire, an experimenter installed the study application on their phones
to ensure compatibility for the study (we required phones with Android versions 5.0+). Participants were then
briefed about the purpose of the study and given instructions on using the application and watch. We gave
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detailed instructions for sharing heart rate through the application, which included two methods: direct sharing
(messaging their heart rate value in beats per minute to others), or broadcasting (messaging a URL for their heart
rate live-stream to others), which we describe in detail in section 3.4. We also explained (verbally and in the
consent form) which data would be sensed and collected during the study (e.g., heart rate data, activity, messages
they sent related to the study), and the requisite permissions participants had to grant on their phones.
After the experimenter explained the study to the participants, they stepped through the application setup. As
part of the setup, participants entered their demographic information (age, gender, height, and weight, which
were used to warn participants about potentially dangerous abnormal heart rates), calendar events in which they
would be interested in broadcasting their heart rate, the six contacts they most frequently communicate with,
and the daily 12-hour waking period during which they agreed to wear the watch and use the application. Then,
participants were asked to wear the watch for two minutes while sitting and for two minutes while walking in
order to determine an average heart rate baseline for each activity. These baselines were used by the application
as part of the logic for prompting participants to share their heart rate (described in section 3.4). Participants
were then free to leave and use the wristband and study application for the next two weeks.
3.3.2 Trial Phase. The first three days that participants used the study application were treated as a "trial
phase." This was included to help participants get acquainted with the application and acclimated to what heart
rate sharing would look like during the two weeks, as heart rate sharing is not a common type of interaction that
participants were expected to readily understand. During these three days, the application was in "Trial Mode,"
and it simulated heart rate sharing by displaying share notifications, but not giving participants the option to
share. Instead, the notification would state that their heart rate was shared with or broadcast to a random person
from the six contacts they listed during the Introduction Phase, but would not actually share any information with
anyone else. The study was scheduled such that this phase would include weekdays and weekends (Thursday to
Saturday or Saturday to Monday) in order to account for heart rate changes for different types of schedules.
3.3.3 ESM Phase. After the trial phase ended, the study application would end the "Trial Mode" and display
normal prompts to share heart rate. That is, participants would have the option to say "Yes" or "No" to share
their heart rate or broadcast link when the notifications arrived. If participants selected "Yes" to share, they could
choose a messaging application through which to share, identify whom they wanted to share with, and decide
how they wanted to construct their message. After making decisions to share or broadcast their heart rate, they
would be prompted to answer brief ESM questionnaires on their phone, asking them what they were doing at
the time they were notified, with whom they shared their heart rate or broadcast link (if they answered "Yes" to
sharing), and why they decided to share or not share their heart rate. Participants were reminded at the end of
the Introduction Phase that sharing was optional, and that they were not required to always answer "Yes" to
sharing. The ESM phase lasted for the rest of the study.
3.3.4 Mid-study Phase. After one week of applicaton usage, participants returned to the laboratory for an
interview in which they were asked to report their initial thoughts about their sharing experiences. We also used
this interview to identify and correct any technical problems that arose in the application, and to ensure that
participants had fully understood the instructions we had given them during the Introduction Phase.
During the interview, we asked participants whether they were surprised by the heart rate values that appeared
in the notifications, whether there were times they thought they should have been notified (e.g., when they
perceived that noteworthy changes in heart rate had occurred), and what they thought about their own heart
rate. To gauge participants’ heart rate sharing activity during the first week of the study, we asked if they shared
their heart rate, and, if so, when, with whom, and why, as well as how they felt about sharing, how they made the
decision to share, and what reactions they received. We also asked participants when and why they did not share
their heart rate. We asked the same set of questions regarding heart rate broadcasts and, in addition, inquired
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Fig. 1. Timeline of the study phases.

whether participants viewed their own broadcasts. Finally, we asked if there were times they wanted to share or
broadcast their heart rate but were not able to, or if they shared their heart rate at all outside of the notifications.
3.3.5 Exit Phase. At the end of the study, participants returned to the laboratory to complete an exit interview
and to return their equipment. Data from their phones, including recorded heart rates, shared heart rates,
ESM responses, and screenshots of heart rate messages they shared were also downloaded at this time. The
interview contained similar questions as the mid-study interview, with additional questions to gauge whether
communication quantity or quality changed between participants and their contacts. We also asked participants
for their feedback about the heart rate sharing application—specifically, their perceptions of its limitations, what
information might have been lacking, and what they would have changed generally or about sharing.

3.4 Heart Rate Sharing System
For the purposes of the study, we developed an Android application that prompted participants to share their
heart rate with their contacts using text messaging applications.
3.4.1 Heart rate monitor. Our Android application connects with the Mio Alpha 2 watch [2], a consumer-grade
fitness watch with a built-in optical heart rate sensor, via Bluetooth LE. We chose the Mio Alpha 2 for a number
of reasons: accuracy, which we based on consumer reviews that compared different wristbands to chestbands,
as well as prior research that used Mio technology [58]; Bluetooth capability: we required real-time heart rate
streaming to our application in order to inform heart rate sharing; battery life: with the heart rate monitor
continuously on, it was important to ensure that participants in the present study would only have to charge their
watch at most once a day; and user interface: the participants would be using the watch during most of their
waking hours for two weeks, thus, we aimed to reduce their discomfort wearing the technology and minimize
any difficulties using it (in contrast, chestbands are known to be more accurate but would be less comfortable).
We note that the Apple Watch is an existing product that measures heart rate and allows for heartbeat sharing
between Apple users. Heartbeat is shared through the Digital Touch feature, where a user can hold their fingers
to the watch face to send a heart visualization and haptic feedback matching the user’s heartbeat. Had we used
the watch for the study, participants could have shared through this heartbeat feature, and their contacts would
have been able to respond with their own heartbeat. While two-way sharing would have informed the study by
helping us understand when people reciprocate sharing behaviors, we ultimately decided not to use the Apple
Watch in order to have a higher level of control over the sharing interface and how the participants would interact
with the application. Additionally, we wanted to avoid using existing visualizations in order to explore how users
would describe their own heart rate as part of sharing.
3.4.2 Direct sharing. The application allows users to communicate their heart rate in two ways: direct sharing
and broadcasting. With direct sharing, users could send a pre-scripted but partially editable text message reporting
their current heart rate value in beats per minute (bpm) to their chosen contacts. In the present study, in order to
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(c)

Fig. 2. Screenshots of application sharing notifications.

maintain the integrity of the ESM methodology, participants could make direct shares only when they received a
notification to do so from the application (Figure 2a). These notifications would state participants’ current heart
rate and indicate how it compared to their baseline heart rate (derived from measurements taken both during the
Introduction and Trial Phases), and asked participants if they wanted to share that heart rate with someone else.
If participants chose to share, they would be prompted to choose a message type (text with or without media)
and a messaging application (Figure 2b). We allowed sharing through any application participants had installed
that allowed text and media sharing, such as the phone’s default messaging system, Google Hangouts, and
WhatsApp. We opted to allow sharing through a variety of messaging applications, rather than strictly through
our own application, in order to allow for participants to share with their contacts in a naturalistic fashion using
their typical communication channels. The selected application would open up with a default, pre-scripted text
message describing the participant’s heart rate. Participants were informed at the beginning of the study that
they were permitted to edit this message as long as they left the heart rate value intact and unaltered.
The application sent notifications to participants’ phones up to ten times per day, with each notification spread
out at least 45 minutes apart within participants’ pre-defined 12-hour waking period in order to limit intrusion
on their everyday lives. Notifications were displayed either at random or based on major changes in participants’
heart rates (up to five notifications daily each). We included both types of notification logic in order to ensure
that participants would be notified during a variety of contexts (as per traditional ESM studies), as well as during
moments of fluctuating heart rate. We expected participants might be especially likely to share during the latter
because of their anticipated interest in considering current activities or experiences that might have caused those
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changes. We determined major heart rate changes from a random sample of heart rate values taken during the
Trial Phase (during the Trial Phase, we based changes on a difference of at least 15 bpm from the Introduction
Phase baselines). Major changes were considered to be any heart rate value less than the 16th percentile or
greater than the 83rd percentile of the sample collected from the participant. These thresholds were chosen to
ensure that participants would receive a sufficient but not onerous number of notifications during the day, which
we tested using a subset of data recorded from a pilot study conducted prior to the start of the main study. In
addition, we used Google’s Activity Recognition API and Android’s built-in step sensor to determine walking
activity, during which we would instead use the walking baseline, recorded during the Introduction Phase, to
determine the threshold. This helped ensure that the application would not notify participants only when they
started walking, as heart rate will naturally increase during physical activity.

Fig. 3. Broadcast Graph

3.4.3 Broadcasts. The second type of heart rate sharing opportunity was broadcasting. Heart rate broadcasts
were live-streams of participants’ heart rate during designated events. Live-streams were displayed as a continuous
line graph accessible to participants and selected contacts on a website that we had developed (Figure 3). The
website was developed using JavaScript, HTML, and MySQL, and was hosted on an HTTPS server at our university.
We decided to include broadcasts as an additional type of sharing that would offer a continuously updated, realtime display of heart rate during specific events. Past research has shown that audience members at different
events, such as marathons or amusement park rides, can become more engaged with the event and its participants
when they were allowed to view the participants’ physiological activity [10, 50]. In this study, we aimed to clarify
the range and types of events our participants would select for broadcasting their own physiological activity.
Broadcast events were created at the start of the study. During the Introduction Phase, participants each chose
several events that they identified as being potentially meaningful to broadcast (e.g., watching Netflix, eating
dinner with friends, dancing, etc.), and entered the details of these events (a descriptive label and the start/end
time for the event) into the study application. During the study, before their specified events started, participants
would receive a notification asking if they would like to broadcast their heart rate to someone else (Figure 2c).
If they chose "Yes," they would be prompted to choose a messaging application for sending the website URL to
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their contacts. As with direct sharing, default text was pre-populated when participants opened the messaging
application; participants were permitted to edit the default text provided that they did not remove the URL.
3.4.4 ESM questionnaires. To display ESM questionnaires, our application was integrated with AWARE [16].
AWARE is an Android framework that can capture data sensed on Android phones. We used the AWARE ESM
sensor to trigger questionnaires when participants chose to share or not share their heart rate or broadcast link.

3.5 Adjustments Throughout the Study
Updates to the study application were made frequently at the start of the study to address a number of technical
issues (e.g., Bluetooth disconnects, scheduling errors) that emerged as participants used the application. These
updates were emailed to the participants along with installation instructions and information about how to
diagnose and fix these known bugs.
The study was also conducted in two waves (one week apart), with slight differences arising between the two
waves as a result of our attempts to address issues that occurred in the first wave. Specifically, during the first
wave, a small number of participants did not fully understand the purpose of the study and heart rate sharing
after they were given the initial instructions. We clarified the instructions during the mid-study interview for
these cases; however, for the second wave of participants, we updated the instructions during the Introduction
Phase to include these clarifications. We also adjusted the default message in the second wave to include the
heart rate difference with participants’ baselines, according to feedback from participants in the first wave. Aside
from these differences, the procedure was identical in all other respects for the two waves of data collection.

3.6 Analysis
We analyzed the open-ended responses from the ESM questionnaires and from the audio-recorded interviews. We
took a bottom-up approach to our analysis. We performed open-coding for both the open-ended ESM responses
and interviews, focusing on sharing opportunities (including hypothetical moments where participants expressed
interest or intention to share) as the main unit of analysis. Codes for open-coding were first created using a
random sample of responses, and then applied to the rest of the responses [48]. A similar approach was taken for
the analysis of the interviews. Codes were grouped in terms of characteristics, according to what triggered or
inhibited sharing, how participants shared, and participants’ reflections on their sharing experiences. Themes
were formed across these groups, and discussed and refined during the writing process.

4

RESULTS

Our results captured a variety of heart rate sharing instances, as expected with the use of ESM methodology. The
combination of prompts triggered randomly and by changes in heart rate resulted in a range of contexts and
activities for which participants made decisions around sharing their heart rate. These included more mundane
day-to-day settings, engaging and entertaining activities, as well as social situations (see Table 2). Participants’
moods and activities changed with each context, ultimately affecting their sharing behaviors. In our analysis,
we gleaned distinct patterns of sharing motivations and behaviors, interpersonal consequences, and barriers to
sharing. We discuss major themes that emerged from these patterns in this section.

4.1 Sharing Behaviors
On average, participants chose to share their heart rate 41% of the time (Table 1) over the two weeks (not including
broadcasts, with the mean number of shares being 18, SD=12). Participants demonstrated different patterns of
sharing according to what triggered sharing, why they shared, and how they shared their heart rate.
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Table 2. Contexts from ESM prompts
Context type

What they were doing

Daily routine

Eating, cooking, cleaning, napping, lying around, driving, riding the bus, getting ready
for the day, finishing the work day

Physical activity

Walking, running, biking, working out, dancing

Work

Working, studying, attending class, holding office hours, grading, volunteer work,
interview prep, giving a presentation

Entertainment

Playing video games, playing in an online poker tournament, surfing the web, watching
Netflix, watching TV, watching YouTube, reading, playing ukelele

Social

Talking to someone on the phone/video, meeting friends for dinner, celebrating friend’s
birthday, reuinion, hanging out with family, attending or waiting for meetings

4.1.1 Expressions of Emotional or Psychological States. In accordance with past research [21, 51], several
participants focused on the association of heart rate with emotional and psychological states, and viewed heart
rate sharing as an opportunity to convey or express those states to someone else (P71, P39, P36, P57, P22, P74,
P60). Their reported sharing behaviors, as well as their desire to share in moments when they did not receive
sharing prompts, illustrate this theme.
For example, several participants perceived a link between their heart rate and their experience of stress:
I guess I sort of thought about [heart rate] as an indicator of stress. - P22
We look at a variety of things [on YouTube] and there are some political things that get me a little bit
fired up. People talking very foolishly sometimes, and you sit down and want to throw something at the
computer screen.... Sometimes I did, sometimes I didn’t [want to share]. Sometimes I just want to express
what I feel at the time. - P57
One participant was primarily interested in sharing her heart rate during moments when she felt unable to
visibly express her stress to people who were physically present or when she wanted to share her feelings of
stress with remote friends or family members. This participant described two distinct situations where this was
the case: facing perceived discrimination at a bar and going on a date.
[The bouncer] like, wouldn’t let me in because he said I had an attitude. Which was like, I think that was
really like stressful for me because as a black woman you’re always labeled as being sassy.... I talk with
my dad a lot about this...I think that’s a situation I would have shared with my dad.... I think it’s just,
thinking about when you face issues of discrimination, how your body reacts, I think that’s interesting.
It’s interesting because you’re there and especially after you’ve been told you have an attitude you have
to remain calm but like, you’re just so worked up as well, but there’s that contrast between how you feel
versus what you’re giving off to other people. - P39
I’m one of those annoying girls where it’s like I text my friends everything when I’m on a date. I feel like
that would have given them information.... Like sometimes I just get super stressed on dates, and think
again it’s where you seem calm but you feel your heartbeat going fast. I feel like that can either be a
good thing or bad thing. - P39
Another participant desired to share her heart rate to express her emotions during moments of conflict with
others. She mentioned two specific cases where she had hoped the sharing notification would come up. In both
instances she wanted to let her boyfriend, as the person who cared most about her life, know how she was feeling.
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My dad and I have sort of a rocky relationship, and we were talking and I noticed that my heart rate was
elevated on the watch, and I would have sent it to my boyfriend.... Another time would be, my boyfriend
and I were fighting and I noticed it was elevated, and I would have sent him that. - P22
Participants tended to associate moments of stress with elevated heart rate and often shared when their heart
rate was higher than their baseline. However, some participants were also interested in sharing when their heart
rate was lower. One participant, for instance, felt that his heart rate lowered as a result of watching an emotional
video, and wanted to share that with his girlfriend whom he missed. Two other participants associated lower
heart rates with calmness. One shared a lower heart rate to express that she was calm to a contact who tends to
worry about her. Another shared to show that she was capable of being calm in a negative situation:
In class, where the professor wants to make us miserable, I would like share it, "oh yeah, he wasn’t
successful"...I was like calm...so I sent my heart rate. - P71
Though some participants simply wanted to express themselves, one participant was motivated to share in
order to gain support from her contacts (Figure 4b). She appended text about her feelings to the default message,
and sent it to friends she believed would be sympathetic towards her:
I think I shared two indicating that I’m feeling blue.... I’m interested in how people would react to it if
I’m sharing my negative emotions. Do people actually care about me.... I was seeking comfort in a way
but in a very indirect way. By sharing heart rate I’m implying that I might need help...so this is a very
indirect way of sharing my emotions. So I’m interested if they can sense it. - P36
Participants who associated heart rate with emotional changes also chose to broadcast events during which they
expected to experience stress, excitement, or calmness. These included events such as participating in festivities
during Holi (the Hindu "festival of colors"), taking one’s children to the dentist, taking an exam, attending church,
and participating in project and advisor meetings.
[Holi is] going to be something exciting, and my heart rate is surely going to shoot up that day. - P60
It’s just an event that involves the kids and it can potentially be frustrating. It’s always an adventure, so
you never know what’s going to happen. - P74
Japanese class...because it’s usually a very soothing class for me. - P36
As these cases illustrate, a number of participants deemed their heart rate to be an indicator of their current
emotional or psychological state—and the sharing of their heart rate to be a means of expressing those states to
close others to increase their understanding of those subjective experiences.
4.1.2 Daily Updates. Some participants integrated heart rate into their everyday conversations with their
close friends and family (P71, P60, P39). These participants wanted to update these close contacts whenever there
was something going on in their lives, such as a change in their current activity.
[I shared j]ust to let them know that I’m changing my activity, or maybe to let them know that I’ve
woken up...or if it’s too high then maybe I’m out and doing something or maybe running.... So they have
a sense that I’m not at home, or if I’m at home, I’m eating and stuff. - P60
These participants used heart rate sharing as a way to give an update that represented "small instances" of
their daily lives that they were simply making "commentary" about. In these cases, participants chose to share
primarily with people who typically knew and cared about their day-to-day activities, such as family members
and significant others.
[My boyfriend] asked me to [share]... I think he asked me to because he’s interested in my life in general.
I thought it was fun sometimes because we pretty much know what each other’s up to...so it was usually
a commentary on what I was doing. - P71
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I think it was mostly just people who I talk to about, like, my day-to-day activities with...for example I
don’t drink coffee often, so people who I would tell I had coffee that day, like you know those really small
things. - P39
In one case, a participant’s contact was even able to start predicting what he was doing based on his heart rate:
It actually served a good purpose. My mother actually knew if I was eating, because she could guess the
time and the heart rate and she could sense that I was maybe eating or cooking food, so she already
knew that. - P60
For these participants, heart rate sharing became a means of providing daily updates to people they cared about.
The messages they sent could replace or supplement typical updates, both when they were asked about what was
going on in their lives and when they simply felt like sharing these updates. Their motivation was primarily to
allow those who care about them to have insight about their daily routines, activities, and experiences.
4.1.3 Novelty. While the previous sections demonstrate that many participants shared at specific instances
according to their feelings or activities, a number of participants decided to share due to the sheer novelty of
heart rate sharing itself (P67, P28, P74, P21, P94, P87, P44). These participants felt compelled to share simply
because they were prompted to do so and wanted to experiment with sharing as a new form of communication;
thus, their shares were largely indiscriminate, triggered whenever they received a notification.
[I shared] just whenever I wasn’t too busy doing something else.... If it was a situation where I could
focus on it for a second. (Interviewer: "Why did you share whenever?") The novelty’s still there. - P74
Participants who were intrigued by the novelty decided to share to see how others would react. To them, heart
rate sharing seemed "weird" and "odd" and, consequently, they were curious about how their contacts would
respond to it. One participant noted that the more reactions she saw, the more comfortable she felt about sharing:
Especially when I first started [sharing] I was like...who would think this is least weird.... And once I did
that, it built my confidence up a little.... I think the next one was [A], and I was just curious about how
he would react...because he does live in another culture.... [H]e didn’t have a question about what I was
doing, so that kind of satisfied that. - P21
Participants also occasionally tried to "mix it up" by sending to different contacts to see more initial reactions,
especially when their previous contacts began responding to their messages less frequently:
Usually for the first one their reaction would be more intense or stuff like that, so I kinda wanted to
switch to another person to see what people say. - P36
Because other people weren’t responding anymore, so I was like maybe if I send it to her she’ll respond,
and you know if I ask her to. - P87
However, the novelty effect tended to wear off in the second week. During the latter half of the study, some
participants reported that they habituated to sharing and, as a result, shared less often.
Initially it was good, but later on it just felt like a redundant thing, sharing the same kind of information
over and over again. So later on, I stopped sharing. - P44
4.1.4 Playfulness. While many participants shared simply to try out heart rate sharing, some participants
viewed the novelty of heart rate sharing as a fun way to interact with their contacts (P67, P28, P74, P36, P71).
They shared their heart rate whenever they were in a playful mood or found the heart rate value amusing. For
instance, in one ESM response, a participant mentioned that she and her contacts "laugh about high heart rates"
(P71). Another participant constructed his heart rate messages to be funny by adding images and media to it,
sharing with his wife because he "knew it would make her laugh" (P74).
One participant shared often because it became an inside joke with his friend (Figure 4d):
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After a while it became a humor thing of sharing it with [him]...he was the guy who would always
comment, "it’s very high, you’re going to die." - P28
Another participant chose from his list of six at random to see what kinds of funny reactions he would receive.
He occasionally chose to keep an "air of mystery" during his conversations by purposely not explaining the data:
Sharing, I just did it because it was asked for me to share, or I just wanted to freak out someone by
sending it. - P67

Type

Emotional Expression

Daily Update

Novelty

Playfulness

Trigger

Feelings

Changes in activity

Share notifications

Share notifications and
amusing heart rate values

Motivation

Express feelings to con- Let contacts know about
tacts, seek support
their daily activities

Try it out and see peo- To make people laugh or
ple’s reactions
freak them out for fun

Use of Data

Relating changes in heart
rate to their emotions

Leaving the default mes- Leaving the default
message for mystery or
sage
adding media for fun

Relating changes in their
heart rate to what they
are doing at the time

(a) Description of sharing behaviors.

(b) Emotional Expression, translated
from Chinese.

(c) Daily Update.

(d) Playfulness, translated from Hindi.

Fig. 4. Screenshots and descriptions of sharing behaviors.
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4.2 Consequences of Sharing
Heart rate sharing elicited a number of responses from participants’ contacts. Participants described the different
conversations they had with their contacts about the heart rate, which were affected by factors such as their
relationship with their contacts and the ways their contacts interpreted or responded to their heart rate data.
4.2.1 Meaning-making from the Data. Most of the participants’ contacts reacted to heart rate sharing with
questions such as, "What is this," "Why are you sharing this," and "What are you doing?" Participants’ contacts,
who were not given any prior explanation about the study as context for participants’ sharing behavior, were
initially confused and surprised to receive unexpected notifications about the participants’ heart rates. Participants
realized that the heart rate value by itself may have been difficult to interpret.
I don’t think that anyone on that list has a good concept of what their heart rate is or what that number
means in context to me, like if that’s my resting heart rate or whatever. So I don’t mind sharing it, but I
don’t think they would understand it or have enough information to understand it. - P22
As one means of countering any potential issues concerning the receipt of unexpected heart rate notifications,
many participants specifically chose to share with people they believed would not need any additional explanation
about what their heart rate meant or why they were sharing it. They thought that these contacts would not
respond negatively to a message that appeared out of the blue or that, to others, may have seemed "weird."
It just never really felt comfortable with that kind of non-sequitur with anybody else...It’s just different
[with my wife], you don’t necessarily have to explain or give any context necessarily. - P74
They would understand—not understand, but know what’s going on. Like everybody else might freak
out, like, "what the heck is this." - P57
However, despite these expectations, participants’ messages were often met with confusion, questions for
clarification, or, in some cases, very little reaction at all. One participant speculated that this was perhaps due to
the fact that she did not provide enough information to explain the meaning behind her shared heart rate:
Maybe that’s why nobody responded, because they didn’t know what was happening.... I think maybe I
just expected people to know what was happening around me more. I made assumptions...I thought it
would give them some insight without changing the default text.... - P39
Upon realizing their contacts’ initial confusion, many participants followed up on the original sharing message
to provide elaborating contextual information. They would generally explain what they were doing at the time,
to help their contacts understand why their heart rate was at a particular level in that moment (Figure 5a). If
participants were asked why they shared, they explained that they were testing a heart rate sharing application,
as per the instructions given to them for the study. Some participants also included additional media or altered
the default text in order to provide more context to their contacts:
Most people probably never had anyone send them their pulse rate, so it’s kind of just an odd thing to
do. But if you do it in conjunction with something with a little more content, it kind of makes it relevant.
Here’s a picture of what I’m talking about versus here’s a random number...just to give something to
come with that dry statement of "hey, here’s my pulse rate, it’s high or low," so you have a picture...just
something to correspond with that number or sort of illustrate it. - P74
4.2.2 Health Concerns. Though many of the participants’ contacts required more context to understand their
heart rate, almost all contacts expressed concern for the participants in their initial reactions. They inferred that
notifications about high or low heart rates were an indicator of potential physical health issues, and addressed
these concerns to participants. A few contacts even called participants soon after they received the message to
confirm their health:
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She texted me "what’s going on," but I didn’t see the "what’s going on." Like I said, she’s like a mother
figure, so when she didn’t hear from me, and she sees that I’m monitoring my heart rate, like she jumped
on the phone like 20 minutes later like, "I said, what’s going on".... Basically I told her, "don’t worry I’m
not dying. It’s not like I’m wearing this for a hospital or something, I’m just wearing it to wear it and
I’m sending this to you." - P94
Given that heart rate is often associated with health, some participants made sure not to share with others
when their heart rate seemed too high or too low. These participants usually avoided sending their heart rate to
their parents so as not to worry them.
When it’s high I really don’t want to share it with them, because they would get worried about it, so I
didn’t send it to my mom or dad. - P44
In one case, a participant lied about what he was doing so that he would not worry his parents. At the time, he
believed his heart rate reflected his own worries about finishing an assignment. However, having accidentally
shared his heart rate with his parents at that time, he decided to instead tell them that he was running:
Once maybe I did share it with them and they asked me what I was doing. So I had to lie to them and tell
them that I was running because I didn’t want to tell them I was worried or something...Indian parents
they get really worried if they feel that you are not feeling well.... So I just wanted to tell them it was
nothing to worry about. - P60
One participant, however, made the decision to share in relation to her health. During the study, she discovered
that she had a heart problem (she had visited her doctor after the application notified her that her heart rate was
abnormally low). This participant shared her heart rate several times with her husband, who would respond with
concern and suggestions to support her health:
Because he was with me when it went up, and it went up really high and really low, and he was with me
in the hospital...and he’s with me when...stuff goes up, and is like, "why is it going up so high, you need
to calm down," or, you know, "go walk away, or go talk or whatever." - P87
4.2.3 Opened Communication. Though most participants felt that there was no change in the quantity or
quality of their communication with their contacts, two participants mentioned that sharing their heart rate
helped them open up communication with specific contacts. They felt that sharing had helped them overcome
some difficulties they had previously experienced when conversing with these contacts.
One participant felt that heart rate sharing was akin to revealing a part of herself with another person (Figure 5c).
Thus, sharing her heart rate helped pave the way for her to have a more difficult conversation with that person.
Afterward, I felt I was able to talk to him about something that was kind of difficult...I kind of felt like
sending the heart rate thing had opened that door a little bit.... I felt like I could talk to him about things
more...like, it wasn’t just a one-sided communication. - P21
In another case, a participant felt that his communication with his grandmother had improved as a result of
sharing. He believed that his prior interactions with her were very formal, but sharing his heart rate with her
helped him achieve a more casual and interpersonal relationship with her:
I don’t generally share too much with her how I’m feeling and stuff like that. It’s generally a formal
kind of talk that we have. But I felt that this was something really interpersonal, so I felt good. She was
worried about me, she was asking me, so I told her, so we had this rapport going on. So I liked that, it
was good. - P60
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(c) Opened communication.

Fig. 5. Screenshots of sharing consequences.

4.3 Barriers to Sharing
Though participants exhibited different types of sharing behaviors, they also encountered moments where they
did not want to share their heart rate. They reported certain barriers to sharing that they attributed to limitations
of the system and the timing or frequency of the prompts, as well as to limitations of the heart rate data itself.
4.3.1 Logistical Feasibility. Almost all of the participants stated that a major reason behind not sharing their
heart rate was that they were too busy to engage with the application and answer the share prompt. These busy
moments usually occurred when participants needed to work or were involved in something that required their
full attention, such as driving, playing games, or bathing their baby. Participants also missed several notifications
throughout the day due to the notifications only appearing on their phone. For example, they did not always pay
close attention to their phone, or they had their phone on silent when they were busy. One participant noted
several periods where she could not look at her phone at all, as she worked irregular shifts at a store that required
her to leave her phone in her locker during work hours.
A few participants were also limited by the schedules enforced by the application. These participants had to
consider which of their contacts would be available during the waking period they had previously defined. For
example, one participant, who primarily shared with his family and girlfriend in India, noted that there was a
fixed period during the day when he did not share because they would not be awake. Another participant stated
that he was a "night owl," and his waking period, defined as 9PM to 9AM, limited whom he could share with:
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The way I see it—a lot of people don’t put their phone on vibrate. Let it be three o’clock in the morning
and I’m hitting you up, telling you that my heart rate is 97 beats per minute as you’ve been asleep. It’s
not pretty. - P94
Many participants also missed several or all of their scheduled broadcasts. They had either failed to notice the
prompt to start the broadcast before their event started, or experienced a change in their schedule and decided
that the broadcast was no longer relevant.
4.3.2 Finding Interesting Moments. Another barrier to heart rate sharing was participants’ desire to exclusively
share interesting or noteworthy moments or events with their contacts. Though what counted as "interesting"
varied per person, participants frequently evaluated whether their heart rate would be worth sharing to their
contacts (e.g., whether it would open up a dialogue or elicit a response).
I guess it was sort of anticipation of whether this was going to elicit a chuckle, or is this going to be met
with silence.... Is this funny or not, is this interesting or not? - P74
Some participants determined what was interesting based on the perceived relevance of the heart rate and/or
the context in which it had been triggered. For example, P22 shared her heart rate with a friend because it had
shot up when that friend sent her a text message about wedding plans (Figure 6a). P74 shared his heart rate with
his cousin-in-law after he had just parted ways with their family after a day at the park. Both participants had
adjusted the way they shared by adding media or changing the text of the default sharing message.
The number in and of itself, I don’t know how relevant it is... I have to explain what that number means
to me, like my friend...I explained to her, like I didn’t give her the number. I said that it was increased,
because I felt like that was the important part, not so much the number. - P22
For other participants, what was interesting depended on how they felt or what they were doing at the time.
For instance, if they "felt normal" even when their heart rate was above or below their baseline, or if they didn’t
seem to be doing anything significant, they typically did not share their heart rate.
Pretty much [I shared] when I felt like there was something significant happening. Like I don’t remember
exactly when but a lot of times it would ask me if I wanted to share it and I was like sitting at home
chilling, and I was like, there’s nothing significant about this. - P39
Participants similarly chose to broadcast events (or reported wanting to broadcast) when they believed their
heart rate graph would show interesting fluctuations. Many participants expected this would occur during events
involving high levels of physical activity, such as biking and belly dancing, or high levels of emotional intensity
(as described above). One participant stated that she ended up not broadcasting because she thought it would be
"boring," since there would be no interesting changes in the graph to watch:
It was just a flat line, really, and it wasn’t doing much, and I couldn’t foresee it doing much in the future,
and it seemed like anyone who would watch it would watch it for five seconds and then go away. - P22
Two participants felt that their heart rate would generally not be interesting to anyone but themselves. They
believed that they would not have shared outside of the study because "nobody cares" about their heart rate, and
no one else would have any use for it.
I don’t want to know the data of someone else’s heartbeat.... I don’t have any use for it...what is the value
if it doesn’t mean anything to me. - P67
However, one of these participants noted that while most people would not have use for his heart rate, there
was a possibility that his parents would be an exception because they tend to care about all aspects of his life.
This is similar to participants who primarily shared with their significant others because they believed that they
are the ones who care the most about their lives. Thus, for some, heart rate sharing may be most interesting to
intimate others.
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Fig. 6. Screenshots demonstrating sharing barriers. a) Making heart rate relevant; b) and c) The conversation P36 had with
her contact, implying the intimacy of heart rate (translated from Chinese).

4.3.3 Vulnerability and Intimacy. In line with previous research about heartbeats [27], some participants
expressed their belief that heart rate is very intimate. Because of its deeply personal nature, they did not always
feel comfortable sharing their data with others. For instance, one participant received a response from a male
friend that referenced the intimacy of heart rate sharing (Figures 6b and 6c). She later hesitated whenever she
shared because she did not want the recipient to interpret it incorrectly:
Even with my close friends, I was concerned a lot about whether I should share my heart rate with people.
It’s just something too intimate.... My best two friends it’s fine, but yeah. Sharing with a guy, like, a
male friend, I will hesitate more because heart rate is...it just indicates intimacy and I’m not sure if it’s
proper.... It’s like flirting with a guy.... So that’s why I’m concerned if I’m conveying the wrong message
to him by sharing heart rate. - P36
Some participants also felt vulnerable about heart rate sharing due to the potential to be judged by others
based on their heart rate value. They felt that by sharing their heart rate, they would be giving other people too
much information about their physical state or fitness level:
It makes you feel kind of vulnerable. Because you’re basically, quite literally, sharing your heartbeat....
It’s like at first when your heart beats fast people are judging me because they’re like, oh you’re not
taking care of your heart, you’re sitting down? - P94
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However, while some participants felt hesitant about sharing due to the intimate nature of the heart rate, one
participant enjoyed the idea of sharing something so personal. In particular, she felt that by sharing her heart
rate, she was sharing something unique to her but at the same time universal to everyone:
I was showing something about myself, so I kind of like that. So it was kind of fun.... Everyone’s connected
by having a heart and a heart rate, but whatever your heart rate is at a particular time is unique to you
in that time. And it changes all the time, as you can see clearly from the watch. So it’s kind of unique in
that moment.... It’s something personal to you but it’s also something that everyone has. So it’s sort of
both universal and personal. - P21

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Supporting Interactions with Heart Rate Sharing
Participants shared their heart rates with their contacts in a variety of personally meaningful and expressive
ways, demonstrating the potential for this new type of interaction to support interpersonal communication.
In line with past research [51], heart rate sharing was viewed as a form of emotional self-disclosure, where
participants shared as a means to express their affective states to their closest contacts and even signal to them
when they were in need of support. Emotional expressions are known to be crucial to conveying information
about our needs and intentions to other people, and can improve the quality of our interactions and closeness of
our interpersonal relationships by increasing empathy and trust between individuals [29]. While we typically
express our feelings through verbal or visible behaviors, our findings suggest that heart rate sharing can provide
a new and more concrete means to detect and express our feelings based on our bodily changes. In particular,
during difficult situations or moments when our subjective experiences do not match what others observe or
expect from us, revealing a change in heart rate can validate the way we feel, both to ourselves and others. This
is likely due to assumptions that our biosignals represent objective information about our states [51].
I guess I have a concept of how emotionally taxing it was for me, but to see it in numbers...that would...make
it more real that that’s what I experienced. - P22
In addition to these emotional expressions, participants used heart rate to inform people about their activities
in more mundane everyday occurrences. Past work suggests that heart rate can act as a implicit contextual
cue [21]; our findings extend this by showing that participants will also use heart rate to explicitly signal to
others how their bodies change as they go about their day. Sharing in this manner appeared to support social
connectedness, helping participants keep their contacts constantly aware and in touch with their lives. One
participant, whose primary contacts were in India, felt that this made heart rate sharing especially beneficial
for remote communication. Research on remote communication supports this, where those in long-distance
relationships tend to want to know about each other’s more mundane daily moments to feel more connected [35].
Participants’ sharing behaviors also led to social interactions with their contacts that encompassed a variety of
topics, from meaning-making discussions to conversations about health and well-being, as well as a variety of
tones, from deep and intimate to light and playful. Furthermore, while some participants who perceived their
heart rate to be deeply intimate reported some level of hesitation about sharing their data, others leveraged that
intimacy to initiate more open verbal communication with contacts. These findings show that heart rate sharing
can open new types of meaningful interactions and conversations with others.
Taken together, our findings demonstrate that heart rate is capable of acting as a powerful new computermediated cue. Prior work has established that we lack access to essential nonverbal cues in computer-mediated
communication (CMC), including body language and facial expressions, which can lead to depersonalization,
misunderstandings, and distance between interaction partners [6, 30]. Emojis and emoticons are perhaps the
most common CMC solution used to compensate for these missing nonverbal cues, particularly for expressing
emotions [11]; however, these communication tools are known to elicit multiple interpretations from different
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audiences [36, 41] and potentially reduce the intensity of users’ emotional experience [11]. We suggest that
heart rate could supplement CMC interactions as a new cue by providing information about our underlying
responses to different situations, which we would otherwise be unable to visibly express. Heart rate can be used
to signal our emotions, our activities and context, playfulness, and our need for support or connection with
others at particular moments—features that have all been identified as significant benefits for communication
technologies [63]. Additionally, unlike emojis, heart rate stems from our bodily reactions. As noted by P21, people
may subsequently feel personally connected to their heart rate, while recognizing that everyone has one. Thus,
heart rate may be able to provide a more "universal" (P21) cue for representing our subjective experiences, and
convey an emotional intensity that may be lacking in current CMC.
Other biosignals can also reflect our bodily reactions to our subjective experiences, and thus may similarly
serve as effective computer-mediated cues when shared with others. Skin conductance and brain activity, for
instance, are known to change with our engagement levels, emotions, and cognitive processing [5, 18, 24, 34], and
thus could also enable users to express themselves, explain their contexts, and connect with other people. With
recent developments in consumer-grade wearable biosignal-sensing technology, such as the empatica Embrace [3]
or the Muse brain-sensing headband [1], future work should consider investigating the sharing of these different
types of biosignals and their ability to support social interactions.

5.2 Heart Rate as Ubiquitous Data
Our research demonstrates the potential for leveraging sensing technologies to introduce expressive biosignals
like heart rate as a new form of ubiquitous data, which can support communication by fostering self-expression
and interpersonal connection. At the same time, we find that the sharing of physiological data elicits reactions
and raises issues similar to those that are evoked by the sharing of other types of ubiquitous data, such as location
and physical activity. Having control over when and with whom to share heart rate was important to participants.
Paralleling findings from research on location sharing, participants in the present study preferred to share their
heart rate data with their closest contacts, particularly when the information was relevant to those contacts or
would be interpretable by them based on shared context or information [7, 62]. Additionally, like in the case
of location sharing, we found that heart rate could be interpreted differently than intended if not explained by
the sender [52]. Failure of participants to explain or provide context for their heart rate inhibited their contacts’
ability to understand their motivation for sharing. As in the case of activity sharing [14], heart rate receivers
would subsequently respond with confusion or apathy. While these motivations may not have been clear to
participants’ contacts, our results suggest that participants shared for both purpose-driven (e.g., support-seeking)
and social-driven (e.g., expressing interesting moments or aiming to evoke particular impressions) reasons [56].
Clarifying and supporting these different motivations, in addition to considering the other aforementioned issues
surrounding heart rate as a form of ubiquitous data, will be critical for improving the design of heart rate sharing
technologies. In the following section, we discuss design implications for improving these technologies for
expressive heart rate sharing.

5.3 Design Implications for Expressive Heart Rate Sharing
While our findings demonstrate the social implications and opportunities for heart rate sharing, challenges and
feedback described by our participants suggest important design implications for systems that enable expressive
heart rate sharing.
5.3.1 Disambiguation with Context-Awareness. As the experience of many participants in the present study
indicated, the sharing of heart rate data without the addition of elaborative contextual information often resulted
either in initial confusion from recipients or interpretations that did not align with sharers’ actual subjective
experience (e.g., a concern about their health or well-being). Participants either falsely assumed that their contacts
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would know or be able to infer their context or current states from the heart rate, or lacked the motivation
to alter the default text to provide this clarification. Thus, it is important that sharing systems encourage and
facilitate sharers’ clarification of context to reduce the occurrence of crossed signals. This may take the form of
visualization schemes that provide clearer connotations of a particular psychological state (and the ability to
choose between alternative schemes), the provision of tools that link physiological responses to disambiguating
context clues (e.g., kinetic typography tools that display text in a style indicative of one’s current state), or the
automatic integration of media or sensed activity data within the text of sharing messages.
5.3.2 In-the-moment vs Reflective Feedback. Participants’ sharing behaviors in the present study suggest that
an expressive biosignal system that only accommodates in-the-moment sharing of physiological data may be
inherently limited. Most participants were simply not able or not inclined to respond to all sharing notifications,
either for logistical reasons (e.g., not having access to one’s phone or the ability to use it in moments when
noteworthy changes to heart rate have occurred) or motivational ones (e.g., habituating to the repeated prompts
to share or feeling disinclined to continuously make decisions to share). One solution, as discussed in the previous
section, is to enhance the system’s awareness of a user’s context in order to achieve a finer-grained accuracy for
delivering sharing prompts. Another solution is to equip the user with the ability to receive post-hoc, retrospective
access to their data from a previous time period (e.g., the last 24-48 hours) to allow them to reflect on their
physiological responses and their meaning before making decisions to share. Such reflective feedback features
would also give users the opportunity to ponder the longer-term patterns in their own biosignals. This could
encourage users to make meaning of their responses, their likely contextual or situational triggers or antecedents,
and the most personally beneficial or appropriate ways of sharing their data. In future iterations of our own
system, we will expand the functionality to accommodate both in-the-moment sharing, which may be appropriate
when users desire to share immediately, as well as reflective, retroactive sharing, which may be more effective for
activities that preclude phone access or require more time to contemplate.
5.3.3 Increasing Appeal. Participants offered a number of observations and recommendations for ways to
increase the usability and expand the functionality of the system in order to make it a more pleasurable experience.
For example, several participants noted the constraint of being able to share only a single numeric indicator
of their heart rate, and expressed a desire for a wider array of options for both the data available to share (e.g.,
trends in their heart rate, blood pressure, steps taken) and the means of depicting or presenting the data (e.g., the
use of graphical or image-based representations of heart rate).
People wouldn’t be interested in seeing just a number...it would have been much better if it was shared as
a gif to people.... So the time wouldn’t matter...since they don’t have to do an extra work of opening a
link...people would be more willing to see it. - P28
In addition to gif replays of heart rate, participants suggestions for visualizations included heart beat graphs
(as opposed to heart rate, which has slower and less engaging visual changes), and heart images to make the
expression of heart rate more vivid. In our future work, we will explore different visual designs to present heart
rate in a more engaging and expressive manner.
5.3.4 Product Improvements. In sum, heart rate sharing technologies should consider implementing new
designs or features to support sharers’ intentions and desires to share, as well as receivers’ understanding of
the shared heart rate. In particular, existing heart rate sharing technologies do not support contexts for sharing
that could facilitate users’ self-expression and interactions with their contacts. The Apple Watch, for instance,
allows users to share their heartbeat with their contacts through graphic and haptic feedback, yet does not
provide a clear incentive for users to do so. While the feedback provides a visually appealing format for sharing
heart rate, the application would benefit by signaling to users the right moment to share. Considering Affective
Computing solutions for detecting emotional states, or working in combination with other existing sensed data,
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such as location or activity, to provide context, could help users identify these interesting moments for both
in-the-moment sharing and post-hoc reflection. For instance, one participant suggested adding an accelerometer
to the application in order to identify these moments:
Maybe it could have an accelerometer or something, so it could actually detect what I’m doing.... If my
heart rate shoots up it should understand why it shot up... I believe the ultimate goal...is to send out of
the ordinary readings, I would want it to send me something unexpected. - P60
Customizable settings could also reduce the need to attend to application notications by allowing for personalized automated share messages or limiting acceptable times for sharing. Additionally, given the intimacy and
personal nature of heart rate sharing, current and future products should incorporate privacy settings that give
users control over when, with whom, and how they want to share. Exploring these potential design solutions is a
focus of the next phase of our research.

6

LIMITATIONS

We sought to investigate heart rate sharing in users’ everyday contexts, employing a combination of ESM and
semi-structured interviews. In order to encourage more natural sharing behaviors, we had participants use their
own phones and messaging applications to communicate with their contacts during the study. This allowed for a
higher level of ecological validity in studying how participants would use the application in the wild; however,
the diversity of lifestyles as well as the lack of uniformity in the models of phones used by participants inevitably
resulted in irregularities and difficulties in data collection. For instance, participants would not always receive or
see ten notifications each day and different participants could receive different numbers of notifications based on
their activities, availability, and the accessibility of their phones, subsequently affecting the number of sharing
opportunities. Similarly, participants answered varying numbers of ESM questionnaires. Both cases usually
resulted from the fact that participants could not always attend to to their phone or even have it on their person.
Irregularities in notification prompts were exacerbated by the two-device system setup, where heart rate
was streamed from the Mio Alpha 2 watch to users’ mobile phones. All participants experienced Bluetooth
connectivity issues at some point during the study, interrupting the stream of their heart rate to the phone.
The frequency of these connection issues also varied across different phones, as participants had a range of
devices, including those from the Samsung Galaxy series, OnePlus, Huawei, HTC, and Motorola. Participants also
occasionally forgot to wear their watches or to charge them overnight, despite reminders on their phones and
daily check-ins from the experimenters; thus, they may have experienced a few hours of lost sharing opportunities.
However, despite these irregularities, we were able to glean an ample amount of data from all participants to
inform our analysis around their sharing behaviors. Future work may also be able to mitigate some of these
issues with further advances in heart rate monitoring technology in smartwatches, which would eliminate the
need for two devices by delivering prompts on the watch itself rather than via a connected phone application.
The study was also limited in its heart rate sharing capabilities. Specifically, the setup of the study only allowed
for one-way heart rate sharing, as participants’ contacts were not equipped with the study application or heart
rate monitors. One participant actively wondered whether any of her contacts would send their heart rate back to
her whenever she shared, but was unsure if they had a heart rate monitor that could support this. For the purposes
of this study, we focused on heart rate sharing at the individual level, focusing on individuals’ decisions to share
their heart rate and how they felt afterwards. We were also interested in understanding how individuals would
explain their shared heart rate and decisions to share with their contacts, who would have no prior knowledge
of the study, and gauge the initial reactions they would receive, given that heart rate sharing is a novel type of
interaction. However, social interactions and feelings about heart rate could change when both parties have the
ability to share their heart rate with each other. In our future work, we plan on investigating equal heart rate
sharing at the dyadic and group levels to explore these possibilities.
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CONCLUSION

By exploring heart rate sharing in situ, the present study revealed that heart rate sharing could support interactions
and even open up new lines or forms of interaction. At the same time, the results revealed particular issues, such
as ambiguity around the meaning of the heart rate value itself and its potential for expressing personal intimacy
or vulnerability, that affected heart rate sharing behaviors and outcomes. The findings that emerged provide an
initial glimpse of the promise and potential of heart rate sharing applications for supporting social interactions
and, at the same time, identify key considerations for the design and development of systems that support the
sharing of heart rate as a powerful social cue for communication and personal expression.
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